
MOVIES DIRECTED BY MUSICIANS by Bryan

Film and music are two different but related areas of popular entertainment. One interesting way they intersect is
in those times when musicians cash in the clout theyʼve built up to get behind the camera. Often itʼs a side project
or an experiment, usually it receives some criticism as a vanity project, occasionally it becomes a new career. Here
are a few examples of the odd creations that have resulted.

200 MOTELS (Frank Zappa [co-directing with Tony Palmer],
1971)

Frank Zappa and The Mothers of Invention star as themselves in the most
psychedelic and nonsensical movie on this list. Featuring Ringo Starr, Keith
Moon and the London Philharmonic Orchestra.

HUMAN HIGHWAY (Neil Young [co-
directing with Dean Stockwell], 1982)

Neil Young, Dean Stockwell, Dennis Hopper, Russ
Tamblyn, Sally Kirkland and Devo (glowing red with
radioactivity) are among the weirdos in this strange story
of a diner next a leaking nuclear power plant.

TRUE STORIES (David Byrne, 1986)

David Byrne stars as a stranger visiting Virgil, Texas for
the Celebration of Specialness and encountering
oddballs portrayed by the likes of John Goodman,
Spalding Gray, Swoosie Kurz, Pops Staples and the
voice of Dom DeLuise. This has a soundtrack by the
Talking Heads and is the only film on this list included in
the Criterion Collection. UNDER THE CHERRY

MOON (Prince, 1986)

Mr. Rogers Nelsonʼs directorial debut is not as
broadly appealing as Purple Rain, and upon
release it tied with Howard the Duck for worst
picture at The Razzies. As is often the case, they
were disastrously wrong, and the movie holds up as
a goofy, retro-styled romantic comedy with an all-
timer soundtrack (released as the album Parade)
including the classics “Kiss” and “Sometimes It
Snows in April.” Itʼs shot in beautiful black and
white by Michael Ballhaus (between two Scorsese
movies) and features the film debut of Kristin Scott
Thomas as the Prince characterʼs absolutely
charming love interest.

GIFT (Perry Farrell, 1993)

At the height of his Lollapaloozery powers, the
Janeʼs Addiction singer made this experimental
documentary/fiction hybrid starring himself and his
then-girlfriend Casey Niccoli. Includes footage of
the band and Ice-T and a tragic staged drug
overdose. (VHS only.)



THE PLAYERS CLUB (Ice Cube, 1998)

Ice Cubeʼs directorial debut is darker and less fun than his more successful
screenwriting venture Friday. But itʼs interesting that he chose to make a
sympathetic portrait of a woman (played by Lisa Raye) working as a
stripper. The loaded supporting cast includes Bernie Mac, Jamie Foxx, John
Amos, Tiny Lister, Charlie Murphy, Terence Howard and Michael Clarke
Duncan.

FILTH AND WISDOM (Madonna, 2008)

Though she was already acting in movies before her first album came out,
Madonna didnʼt graduate to director until this “comedy/drama/musical/
romance” about three flatmates played by Holly Weston, Vicky McClur,
and Gogol Bordello singer Eugene Hütz. She has since directed W.E.
(2011).

HOUSE OF 1,000 CORPSES (Rob
Zombie, 2003)

Years of directing videos for his band White Zombie led Mr. Z. to
this big screen debut, and he's now more widely known as a
polarizing name brand in horror than a dreadlocked frontman
growling about replicants. Though House is his messiest film, it has
a unique mix of Tobe Hooper madness, Pee-weeʼs Playhouse
cartoonishness and rock video aesthetics. It revived the careers of
horror greats Sid Haig and Bill Moseley while giving early roles
toWalton Goggins and Rain Wilson. Zombie has since directed
two sequels (The Devilʼs Rejects and 3 From Hell) plus two
Halloween movies, The Lords of Salem and 31.

CHRISTMAS ON MARS (Wayne Coyne,
2008)

The Flaming Lips star in and provide the soundtrack to this story
of the first Christmas on a Mars colony, written and directed by
frontman Wayne Coyne. Adam Goldberg and Fred Armisen also
appear. Shot in 16mm largely on sets built at Coyneʼs house in
Oklahoma City.THE MAN WITH THE

IRON FISTS (RZA, 2012)

Anyone who follows the music of the Wu-
Tang Clan knew it was natural for producer/
leader The RZA to eventually go to China
and write, direct and star in a Shaw
Brothers-inspired, hip hop-infused kung fu
fantasia. Though the presentation of the
fights lacks some of the clarity of the classics
he pays tribute to, the imaginative
mythology makes it one of the best on this
list. It features Rick Yune, Lucy Liu, Dave
Bautista and, yes, Oscar winner Russell
Crowe (who attempted to evoke the spirit of
RZAʼs late cousin Olʼ Dirty Bastard in his
performance). RZA went on to direct the
drama Love Beats Rhymes and the post-
Katrina crime movie Cut Throat City.


